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“Rembrandt is here”
Rembrandt van Rijn is widely regarded as the greatest Dutch realist master of the 17th
century, the most important in the history of western oil painting, and possibly in all of
history. He is regularly compared to the three greatest artists of the “Renaissance” period.
A week ago, the American “Leiden Collection” came to the National Museum of China
with more than 70 paintings, including 11 works by Rembrandt, as well as pieces by
other outstanding artists of the same period. This exhibition is the first global tour of the
“Rembrandt era” for the Leiden Collection. It also happens to be the largest ever show of
Dutch Golden Age paintings hosted in China. Based on the theme of “Rembrandt and His
Time”, the curator of The Leiden Collection, Lara Yeager-Crasselt, carefully selected
representative portraits, historical paintings and genre paintings, to showcase the artistic
creativity of the Dutch Golden Age to Chinese viewers.
A Highlight in Art History
Rembrandt was born in 1606 in the western Dutch city of Leiden. A strong passion for art
made him leave school at 14 to study painting, and he began an independent creative
painting career at the age of 19. Throughout his dramatic life, he built a staggering
amount of artistic heritage, including some 350 paintings, 1,000 drawings, and 375
etchings, for a total of nearly 2,000 pieces. These works, at the time, were not fully
appreciated by the Dutch people. But after his death, and up to today, Rembrandt has
been recognized as the most significant European portrait painter and painter of religious
themes. He is also the most accomplished genre subject painter, as well as the greatest
historical subject painter with introspective spirit. A French art critic once said: “If we
compare the human race to a chain, then he (Rembrandt) casted one end of this chain and
the Greeks casted the other. All the artists from Florence, Venice, and Flanders stand in
between”.
Dutch portraits of the 17th century occupy a very important place in the history of
Western art. Many of the nouveau riche of this period wanted to show off by leaving
their portraits for future generations, while some municipal officials, local council and
board members were also keen to portray themselves. Painters at that time therefore had
plenty of opportunities to display their talents, and their works could be exchanged for
considerable sums. Rembrandt inevitably received commissions. But unlike other artists,
he did not always fully follow the wishes of those who placed the order. Instead, he
pursued his own ideas. Especially in the middle and later stages of his career, he made
bold attempts to surpass his contemporaries. From today’s point of view, Rembrandt has
created the most expressive technique, conveying messages using a unique language. He
is an expert in capturing subtle changes in the facial expressions of the characters,
representing their characteristics and inner thoughts. He is also the master of using light
to depict shapes, processing complex scenes with contrasting light and consciously
employing a thick coating of paint. He created a unique “Rembrandt style”, characterized

by dark colors contrasting with brighter ones. Rembrandt, with his deep understanding of
real life, conferred upon his characters and themes the very feelings of real life. His
subjects had souls and his paintings conveyed a profound human sensation. This is why
Rembrandt enjoys such high status in the history of Western art.
The Rembrandt exhibitions held by the world’s major museums tend to focus on works
from his golden time and later years. His earlier works, produced before leaving his
hometown of Leiden for Amsterdam, are in fact rarely seen. The present exhibition at the
National Museum of China showcases 11 paintings by Rembrandt from 1624 to 1645,
documenting the evolution in his painting skills from the early works to the peak of his
success some twenty years later, including the vigorous spirit characterizing the first half
of his life. Rembrandt’s Self-Portrait with Shaded Eyes represents one of the more classic
pieces among his self-portraits. In the picture, the master stares sternly right into the
viewer’s eyes with poise, but also a hint of reservation. His distinctive technique and
confident portrayal indeed reflect the spirit of the 28-year-old man.
Rembrandt and His Golden Time
In the 17th century, the Netherlands was freed from Spanish colonial rule and became one
of the greatest maritime powers of the time. The victory of the revolution unleashed an
era marked by economic prosperity and the continuous development of culture, science,
and technology. People enjoyed both freedom of thought and speech. At the time,
wealthy businessmen and townspeople were eager to buy paintings in order to decorate
their homes and public buildings. It is in fact this new demand that brought about the
flourishing of Dutch arts and creativity. In addition to Rembrandt, a number of significant
artists also emerged, whose works included portraits, genre paintings, landscapes, and
still life paintings. These include Frans Hals, Vermeer, and Jan Lievens. The famous
Dutch School was born in this period, which is also known as the Dutch Golden Age.
In that era, painters had a strong sense of national pride. Their works began to escape the
bondage of the Catholic Church and the royal court, and started to focus on the new
bourgeoisie. They shunned aristocratic and metaphysical subjects, and preferred to
produce paintings that depicted the enjoyment of every life, illustrating normality and
quietness. The appearance of Young Woman Seated at a Virginal by Johannes Vermeer
was one of the highlights of this exhibition. Vermeer only lived for 43 years. Most of his
30 or so works out there happen to be genre paintings. This particular piece clearly shows
his maturity in terms of style and remains the only one in private hands, which stresses
the significance of the Beijing exhibition. Most of Vermeer’s paintings were drawn from
ordinary daily life, but displayed a lyrical artistic conception. His works are regarded as
classical, timeless, and monumental. The master’s early death, and the fact that his
paintings remained relatively unknown for almost two centuries, did not affect the
colossal status enjoyed by works such as Girl with a Pearl Earring and The Milkmaid.
After settling down in Amsterdam, Rembrandt formed a circle of followers. They were
mostly extraordinary talents, who inherited and developed the master’s artistic style. The
exhibition also features works by other renowned artists from the Rembrandt School,

such as Carel Fabritius, Govert Flinck, and Ferdinand Bol. Within that group, special
emphasis is given to the students of Rembrandt who were fine painters (known as the
‘fijnschilders’), including Gerrit Dou, Frans Van Mieris, and Gottfried Schalken. Looking
at these works, it becomes evident that Dutch artists at the time were not sponsored by
the king or the Catholic Church, unlike artists from other central European cities, and that
they painted for all social strata. Dutch artists would frequently exchange ideas and
traditional values with each other. Indeed the layout of the exhibition is intended to show
visitors these individuals’ affection for tradition and heritage.
Rembrandt and China
Curator Lara Yeager-Crasselt mentioned that the history of relations between the Dutch
Republic and China in the 17th Century constituted the background of the exhibition. She
indicated that in the lives and imaginations of artists, scholars, and citizens of the
Netherlands in the 17th Century, China stood in a very prominent position. During this
period, the Dutch Republic showed greater interest in China’s culture, philosophy, and
history, than for arguably any other European country – a reality which was reflected in
many “firsts”: in 1655, Johannes Blaeu published the first detailed map of China; in
1667, the Dutch poet and playwright Joost van den Vondel created “Emperor
Chongzhen” which was the first European play entirely based on China, describing the
country as a “precious diamond shining divine light”; in 1657, the works of Chinese
philosopher Confucius were translated into foreign languages – including Dutch for the
first time. At the beginning of the 17th century, the immense global trading network
developed by Dutch companies made these “firsts” possible. Companies brought Chinese
art and culture, especially the most famous porcelain of China, back to the Netherlands.
By 1638, about 3 million pieces of Chinese porcelain had been shipped to the
Netherlands. Regarded as symbols of status, wealth, and knowledge, these precious
works of art were beloved by Dutch artists. Rembrandt was one of them. He placed the
porcelain in his studio in Amsterdam, together with a Chinese bowl filled with ore and a
Chinese basket filled with portrait casts.
Dutch people were also keen to collect Chinese objects. The secretary to the Prince of
Orange, Constantine Huygens, collected a series of pictures depicting Chinese clothing,
cities, temples, landscapes, and ships from the Dutch trade embassy. One of Rembrandts’
rivals then, the German painter and theorist Joachim von Sandrart, also collected a large
number of Chinese paintings. In 1678, a student of Rembrandt, Samuel Van Hoogstraten,
commented in his book that the Chinese “use meaningful pictures instead of letters to
write books. At present, in the art of painting, their way of expressing themselves is just
as commendable.” This observation also indicated his familiarity with Chinese
calligraphy and art. It is documented that Chinese calligraphy was a topic of discussion
for academics at the time of the Dutch Republic, while some writings recorded the
admiration that Dutch artists had for China and the openness of Chinese culture.
Similarly, Rembrandt and the Dutch artists had a profound influence on our artists in
China. For example, since the launch of the mainstream Chinese art magazine “Art” in
1950, realism has always been a major topic, and Rembrandt a part of their foreign art

section. Aside from the 10 years of interruption to its publication caused by the “Cultural
Revolution”, “Art” never stopped writing about Rembrandt. As the magazine of the
Chinese Artists Association, its introduction and coverage of the Dutch master also
signified his recognition by the country. This was not only due to his outstanding
paintings, but also his alignment with the then prevailing national conditions.
Rembrandt’s insight, his expression of beauty and truth, his critical thinking about reality
and human nature, and his spirit dedicated to the pursuit of art, are highly appreciated by
Chinese artists. And they are still learning from him today.
Beyond Inspiration
A great exhibition not only shows people exquisite works, but it also arouses emotional
resonance in the viewers and provides them with food for thought. The founder of The
Leiden Collection, Thomas Kaplan, stated that Rembrandt belongs to the world, and
therefore belongs to all of us. Goya, Van Gogh, Delacroix, Picasso, Turner, Bacon, and
other world-renowned masters were all inspired by Rembrandt. And the inspiration and
revelation still live on today.
Recalling his first trip overseas to see European paintings, Jin Shangyi, an oil painter,
said that Rembrandt was his favorite. Jin declared: “I saw a lot of paintings of similar
style to Rembrandt in Dutch Museums, which were by much less well-known artists.
Their style is similar to Rembrandt but their works were much less refined under close
observation. That’s why their names are unknown. This is the cruelty of the art world.
We all have to try our best and not lower our standards. We have to regularly learn from
the best in history. Whether or not we can do it is another matter. But we cannot lower
our standards. We must know what the best is.” In fact, this kind of attention to detail is
also reflected in the works of other Dutch artists of the same period as Vermeer.
Therefore, setting high standards, following the essence of classics and tradition, remains
central to the pursuit of art.
Rembrandt’s understanding of art and life serves as the compass of his work. He once
said: “Paintings certainly draw from what you see, but they also draw from your
perspectives. A brilliant painter can get more inspiration from a dead bull hanging in the
butcher’s shop of an ordinary village, than a poor painter can get from five or six
beautiful churches in Rafael’s hometown.” It was Rembrandt who inspired us all to look
at things and see problems in a reflective fashion. “The Italians live in Italy,” he declared,
“and they have their own thoughts and feelings about Italy. We, who live in the
Netherlands, should draw inspiration from what surrounds us, and not things thousands of
miles away.” Rembrandt was telling us to look to our own cultures and lives, and pay
attention to what truly matters to us. He also said: “I only paint things that move me. Just
like the Greek man cutting marble with an axe, or the old man playing the organ.” He
was trying to emphasize that only the works that touch oneself can impress others. A
great artist excels at finding truth, good, and beauty in life. When one gets closer to one’s
works, to oneself, more will be discovered.

